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Summary

Key platform advantage is that service consumers around the world will
be rewarded for sharing accurate information and high quality reviews
about consumed services whereas retailers\ service providers will have a
direct access to potential consumers, literary standing at their doors.
Award motivated users are more likely to write a review as soon as the
service was consumed, thus significantly increasing the number of total
unique personalized reviews. At the same time majority of such reviews
tend to be positive. Whereas standard approach is that `not award
motivated` service consumers will rather wright a review on most
popular sites (i.e. tripadvisor, google, yelp etc.) only when they are not
satisfied with the service. Dissatisfaction is the only review motivation for
many service consumers. At the same time, satisfied service consumers
are not personally motivated to place a review. As a result, many
retailers\ service providers have lower review scores than their real
quality of service. Our mission is to change that trend.

ServAdvisor aims to create a real time constantly updated and
maintained worldwide platform of trustworthy, accurate, and helpful
retailers\ service providers information and recommendations.

ServAdvisor also aims to build a database of service consumers habits
and preferences from which artificial intelligence can provide each
individual user with personalized unique recommendations that are
adjusted specifically to them. With artificial intelligence based
recommendations and blockchain based high quality information,
ServAdvisor will become the new standard for service discovery
platforms with smart and trustworthy information.
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ServAdvisor is a worldwide first decentralized services
recommendation platform based on unique customer specific
preferences. ServAdvisor utilizes Augmented Reality (AR),
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Smart Contracts and Original Token,
creating a revolutionary token-based economy connecting service
consumers and retailers\ service providers into one eco-system.



The ServCoin token will be used within the decentralized retailers\
service providers recommendation platform as a reward to users who
provide accurate business information, high quality reviews, good photos
and content from all around the world.

Users will be rewarded for contributing their quality content and
information to the App, even receiving part of the advertising fee from
retailers\ service providers, and will be able to use the money they earn
from their contributions to consume other services or even to transfer to
fiat money. The platform also helps users find new and exciting services
that they are sure to enjoy, helping them to enrich their daily lives.

ServAdvisor is a marketing and consumer engagement platform that
enables participating brands to incentivize consumers who check their
info via App. This becomes a sustainable mechanism for retailers\ service
providers to maintain customer loyalty, to provide rich product and
promotional information to influence purchase decisions right at the
time when the user is actually standing at the door.

Retailers\ service providers will acquire ServCoins and allocate those to
consumers as incentives to facilitate the desired engagements and
actions they wish consumers to take. ServCoin will fuel engagement and
incentivize information exchanges between parties, and in doing so, will
power the constant refresh of information on the ServAdvisor Platform.

ServAdvisor App users will be incentivized by retailers\ service providers
to participate in certain actions by being rewarded with ServCoins. As
ServAdvisor grows in usage and popularity, the list of available actions
that will allow users to receive ServCoins will also grow.
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ServAdvisor App users will be incentivized by retailers\ service
providers to participate in certain actions by being rewarded with
ServCoins. As ServAdvisor grows in usage and popularity, the list
of available actions that will allow users to receive ServCoins will
also grow.



Market Size and Trends
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In a lifestyle dominated by the internet, consumers see unique value in a
well-thought-out purchase decision. The younger generation
appreciates a world where knowledge and user friendly interface reign.

And when authoritative news sources fail to keep up, reviews are the
next best thing, with 92% (according to BrightLocal*) of customers
reading online reviews and 88% of customers trusting what they read
about those companies reviewed putting an anonymous online synopsis
nearly on par with the age-old reliability of word-of-mouth marketing.
40% make a decision based on as few as one to three opinions.
Customers spend 31% more with a business that has excellent
reviews, and only 14% of consumers consider investing in a business
with a one- or two-star average.

*http://www.business2community.com/infographics/impact-online-reviews-customers-buying-
decisions-infographic-01280945#YtJU7I486bRZEISf.97

The ServAdvisor App is designed for both local service consumers
and travellers.



Travelling has never been easier or more essential. An increasingly global
economy means that on average, and across the various continents,
business travel accounts for 72.6% of all travel while leisure travel
accounts for 27.4%. It’s grown into a $7.6 trillion industry (including
indirect services such as accommodation, car rental etc.).

Outbound tourism visitor growth worldwide from 2008 to 2018, by
region*

While travelling or at home, we all consume more and more services. At
the same time, their offering increases dramatically and it has become a
challenge to choose the most suitable ones. You may be any professional,
but you're also human – and that means you go out to eat, shop for food
and clothes and get your hair cut. As a consumer, you've probably read a
few online reviews in your years on the internet.

*https://www.statista.com/topics/962/global-tourism/
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And the amount of reviews is growing:

In a landscape where ratings are visible everywhere — and often more
trusted than branded messages from local businesses — it should be no
surprise that most of the review platforms have been massively stepping
up their game in recent years.

In modern world retailers\ service providers can entice users to leave
reviews by interacting with them in comments sections, on social media
or on blogs. You can provide the user a feedback system in your shopping
cart or use good customer feedback software. One of the most important
things that you can do as a brand is to engage positively with your
audience, and never ever post something that would be considered
combative, snarky, distasteful or anything that would offend or turn off a
potential customer. Sometimes you have to turn the other cheek when it
comes to reviews and fight any negativity with more positivity.

Content is king, even if you're not the one writing. With the influx of
review sites, both crowd-sourced and not, what the world has to say
about you has never mattered more. At the end of the day, it's up to you
to make sure what others say sends the right message.
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Big Data, small data and everyday data: Is there a meaningful difference
between these three information carriers nowadays? The answer by data
scientists would be no; some of the information that can be gleaned from
Big Data sets these days can also be extracted from smaller data sets.

The real question that should be asked of Big Data is whether the world
is using the right term to describe the future of analytics. The size of data
sets is relevant only to a certain extent; it is more important to determine
courses of action that should be followed based on the information
provided by the data analysis.
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Market problems and challenges

Since you are at this very place and want to find a place to eat that fits
your preferences, the only possible solution would be to combine your
human vision with internet knowledge. That’s where Augmented Reality
(AR) as a real-time technology works by overlaying detailed information
on user surroundings, including graphics, audio, video, and more, as
captured through smartphone cameras and other devices.

The global augmented reality market is set to reach a CAGR of over 65%
between 2017 and 2021. That’s according to a new report
from Technavio*.

The research highlights three key areas of interest in AR. These are
mobile devices, smart glasses and head-mounted displays. This year,
companies such as Facebook, Apple and Google are all expected to
launch augmented reality apps. This is likely to drive the AR market for
mobile devices to reach 78% by 2021.

Indeed, awareness and user interest in AR has been steadily increasing.
As a result, consumer-specific AR apps are likely to booster the market
even further.

In addition, Technavio highlights the increase of AR tech within
healthcare, retail, travel and other sectors. In line with the developments
within AR, smart glasses are also expected to increase at a CAGR of over
69% by 2021. The AR market by HMDs is predicted to reach 35% by 2021
through wider usage in healthcare and engineering sectors.
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Remember how many times you found yourself standing e.g. at
the beginning of a restaurant street looking for a place to eat? You
might have read a lot of traditional ratings and even have printed
out some of top places addresses, however they will not help.
Moreover, most of them were already forgotten.

1/ Ease of use

* http://www.technavio.com/?utm_source=T4&utm_medium=BW&utm_campaign=Media



AR technology has been praised for its potential to replace the ‘abstract’
realities of standard mobile browsers with ‘actual’ reality streamed
through the camera of the smartphone. Although AR isn't really anything
new, 3D augmented reality takes things to whole new level.
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Augmented reality (AR) is one of the most successful ambassadors
for ubiquitous computing to date and is based on the idea that
location-based data can be overlaid on your view of the real life.
In the context of ServAdvisor App, the goal of mobile AR is to help
potential service consumers get informed about live and up-to-
date service offering in the local surrounding.



2/ Quality of reviews
Despite the importance of online reviews, attracting honest feedback
organically is a little harder than it appears. Search Engine Land also
reports that 70% of customers are willing to leave a review asked and
only approximately 50% do so when asked. And unfortunately for
retailers\ service providers, customers who had a bad experience are two
to three times as likely to leave feedback as someone who received great
service.

Instead, reviewers hone in on the facets that add true value. Such
approach adds credibility to the brand with ratings and third-party trust
seals as well as pricing information and quick feature bullets. This
additional information is more believable by a third party and is likely to
be accepted by users.

With all of this in mind, now is a good time to address how to approach
online reviews in an ethical way that will produce long-lasting, positive
results for service provider perception.

At the same time majority of such reviews tend to be positive, whereas
standard approach is that `no award motivated` service consumers will
rather wright a review on most popular sites (i.e. tripadvisor, google, yelp
etc.) only when they are not satisfied with the service. Dissatisfaction is
the only motivation for many service consumers. At the same time, most
of satisfied service consumers are not personally motivated to place a
review. As a result, many retailers\ service providers have lower review
scores than their real quality of service. Our mission is to change that
trend.
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http://searchengineland.com/70-consumers-will-leave-review-business-asked-262802

Unlike public pages, incentivized users are more likely to provide 
an unbiased look at the experience without allowing only 
negative feedback to muddy the waters.

Award motivated users are more likely to write a review as soon 
as the service was consumed, thus significantly increasing the 
number of total unique personalized reviews. 



3/ Information Overload 
In the modern world you can instantly find the answers to almost every
question, however when you search for services, internet returns
hundreds of suggested providers. As a result, you can spend a lot of time
filtering information overload. This is especially true in big cities with
huge density of retailers\ service providers.

In a world where Artificial Intelligence (AI) is gaining traction and being
applied in a variety of ways, it is really possible for AI to do intuitive
things better than humans can. ServAdvisor is aiming to do just that. We
are utilizing AI to help optimize service offering based on user
preferences and previous experience. ServAdvisor analyzes user ratings,
view history, likes, pins, search history, follows, followers and other
actions of each user within the app to match their service preferences
with the most appropriate offering.

Internal artificial intelligence engine shall provide each user with special
service offers and search results that are chosen just for them based on
their unique personal preferences. Everyone has different tastes and
preferences.

Personalized recommendations have already been proven to be an
extremely effective in other digital services.
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With the rise of mobile, social and cloud technologies, customer
expectations continue to increase. More than ever, customers demand a
more seamless experience. For many businesses, customer experience is
the new battlefield - a competitive advantage that attracts and keeps
customers.

The introduction of smartphones have revolutionized service
consumption. From mobile apps, to geo-fenced targeted offers, to
constant access to the online environment, the advances in this realm
have led to constantly changing consumer expectations and to retailers’\
service providers’ enhanced ability to connect with consumers.

Particularly in instances where a business’s offline hype hasn’t yet
transferred to a boosted online presence.

ServAdvisor App shall provide direct to consumer communication that
enables retailers\ service providers to deliver messages to their
consumers right at the time when they are literally standing at the door.
Targeted personalized marketing gives retailers\ service providers a
powerful tool to market to consumers their services. Enabling pushed
messages to potential consumers chosen with the help of AI. Old
marketing mainstays still fill seats, with 80% of restaurant goers visiting a
new restaurant based entirely on receiving a discount or promotion.

Incentivizing customers to purchase products, add reviews, or subscribe
to other digital channels such as email lists or social media.
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4/ No direct connection between retailers, 
service providers and users

Revolutionary approach leveraging benefits of blockchain
technology and providing direct connection between retailers\
service providers and users. ServAdvisor is on the verge of
revolutionizing the way we consume services by bringing
customer experience to a new level due to a combination of
Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
customer incentivized review platform.



ServAdvisor’s Solution and Unique Approach 

Revolutionary approach leveraging benefits of blockchain technology and
providing direct connection between retailers\ service providers and
consumers. ServAdvisor is on the verge of revolutionizing the way we
consume services by bringing customer experience to a new level due to
a combination of Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
customer incentivized review platform.

ServAdvisor App comprises of the following main components:

Ø Augmented Reality with GPS tracking

Ø Artificial Intelligence to optimize users preferences

Ø Incentivized service consumers reviews

Ø Incentivized advertisements from retailers\ service providers to
consumers, standing at their door

Ø Wi-Fi passwords sharing module

Ø Multi-language advantages

Ø Tap to scan

Ø ServAdvisor Friends and Experts
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No need to filter your search each time since internal AI shall do
the job for you based on your previous preferences.



Technologies

In our ecosystem we combine most disrupting technologies to create
next level consumer App
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Augmented Reality 
Real-time technology, which works by overlaying detailed 
information on user surroundings

Smart contract
Allows ServAdvisor App users incentivize their service
consumption.

Mobile
All actions from adding a retailer\ service provider to 
writing a review shall be done with mobile devices

AI applied
Special AI is used to provide quick and reliable user 
tailored services.

Peer-to-peer
With peer-to-peer and direct to customer communication 
we change the way retailers\ service providers 
communicate to potential users. 

Decentralized
With decentralized architecture ecosystem becomes more 
reliable and less exposed to outside influences

Marketplace
Large number of service offers with ease of use never 
available before



How ServAdvisor Works – Augmented reality

Augmented Reality (AR) is a real-time technology, which works by
overlaying detailed information on user surroundings, including graphics,
audio, video, and more, as captured through smartphone cameras and
other devices.

The global augmented reality market is set to reach a CAGR of over 65%
between 2017 and 2021. That’s according to a new report
from Technavio.

The research highlights three key areas of interest in AR. These are
mobile devices, smart glasses and head-mounted displays. This year,
companies such as Facebook, Apple and Google are all expected to
launch augmented reality apps. This is likely to drive the AR market for
mobile devices to reach 78% by 2021.

In addition, Technavio highlights the increase of AR tech within
healthcare, retail, travel and other sectors. In line with the developments
within AR, smart glasses are also expected to increase at a CAGR of over
69% by 2021. The AR market by HMDs is predicted to reach 35% by 2021
through wider usage in healthcare and engineering sectors.
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Indeed, awareness and user interest in AR has been steadily increasing.
As a result, consumer-specific AR apps are likely to booster the market
even further.

AR technology has been praised for its potential to replace the ‘abstract’
realities of standard mobile browsers with ‘actual’ reality streamed
through the camera of the smartphone.

Augmented reality (AR) is one of the most successful ambassadors for
ubiquitous computing to date and is based on the idea that location-
based data can be overlaid on your view of the real life. In the context of
ServAdvisor App, the goal of mobile AR is to help potential service
consumers get informed about live and up-to-date service offering in the
local surrounding.

The ServAdvisor app shows retailers\ service providers via AR in
smartphone camera making them easier to distinguish. It will allow
potential service consumers to discover details about their surroundings
and access related ratings and reviews information already optimized by
AI based on their preferences.
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The ServAdvisor app gathers information on over 100 million
retailers\ service providers around the world, with
contributions and ratings from existing review providers adding
the element in augmented reality for better interaction and
engagement with real-time user environments.

The AR and AI synergy here is simply perfect and the resulting
recommendations has the potential to take service consumers
experience to completely new level.



/18

The ServAdvisor app uses your phone’s camera viewfinder to spot nearby
retailers\ service providers and shows what is around you including, but
not limited to below. Similar retailers\ service providers that are located
at the same location are grouped.

:
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shopping mall groceryrestaurants

cafe

bars department store bakery

jewelry

floristfurniture store

shoe store

book store

liquor store

pharmacy

cinemas car dealer

car repair

car wash

casino

night club SPA salons

barbershopshair care beauty salon

healthcare dentist private doctor

veterinary caregas station religious

laundry bank landmarks

museums

galleries

aquarium zoo

parking gym

travel agency insurance agency ATMs



The list of features introduced in Alpha version shall include:

Ø Several views – conveniently switches from Camera view to Map view
to list view without any tap of button

Ø Summary circle (shown in the top right of the Camera View) that
displays a bar that adjusts the distance of view.

Ø Quick information. Now you can quickly view a service provider’s
address, phone No., place on map with distance, working hours

Ø Single click access to call

Ø Single click access to go to site

Ø Get direction

Ø ServAdvisor ratings

Ø Customizable set of ratings from relevant review providers (i.e. Yelp,
Google, Tripadvisor, etc.) without leaving your camera view. It allows
you to stand at a location and instead of directly opening Maps (a
time consuming process), it will now display a little bar with more
information about the service provider

Ø Add new places

Ø Add review

Ø Place photos

Ø Search and ‘My Serves’ – Search for a retailer\ service provider and
access previously searched items from ‘My Serves’ Search by city or
place names to find best fit services as per your usual preferences
wherever you travel

Ø Service provider type grouping

Ø Settings to configure the distance in Miles vs. Kilometers
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Feature set for Beta version shall include:

Ø User status levels

Ø Friends

Ø Become a service consumer blogger and share your posts

Ø Multi-cryptocurrency wallet to hold ServCoin tokens

Ø Purchasing and management of digital Service coupons

Ø Sales and promotion services for participating retailers\ service
providers

Ø Freeze view lets you pause your view and study your options without
having to keep your phone pointed at the target

Ø Single click share or pin as ‘like’, `recommend` or ‘plan to visit’ your
most common searches and favorite services to home screen so you
can find what you are looking for at a glance

Ø Follow other travellers and locals to discover great services

Ø Choose either user preferred (AI based) or the ServAdvisor App most
recommended services

Ø Enabling pushed messages from the retailers\ service providers to
users, standing at their doors and reading about the place

Ø Wi-Fi networks password exchange functionality
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Adding location data in AR space

ServAdvisor app is able to display the rectangular pins showcasing
retailers\ service providers ratings. Once we have the GPS coordinates of
the pins, we need to calculate the locations onscreen to render the
rectangles. First, let’s start with the GPS coordinate where the user is
currently standing. In navigation, a common term is the azimuth, which is
the angle on the ground plane between the current location and some
other location in the distance, relative to true north.

The azimuth angle can be calculated for each pin based on the arc-
tangent of its difference in latitude with live view location divided by its
difference in longitude with the live view location, adjusting for
quadrant:
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Once we have the azimuth angle for each pin, the next step is to find the
horizontal location onscreen for that pin. We continually update a special
azimuth angle representing an imaginary location straight ahead of us in
the field of vision, whenever the user decides to rotate the live view
panorama left or right. The horizontal onscreen location is computed by
comparing this special azimuth with the pin azimuth.

On the ServAdvisor, in landscape orientation we can assume that our
field of vision spans roughly 90 degrees out of a possible 360. If the
difference between the straight-ahead azimuth and the pin azimuth is
greater than 90 degrees, then we do not show the pin at all. Otherwise,
we calculate the horizontal coordinate of the pin such that pins with
azimuth angles closest to the straight-ahead azimuth appear in the exact
center of the screen. Pins with azimuth angles exactly 45 degrees on
either side of the straight-ahead angle will appear just on the edge of the
screen.

The final step is to calculate the vertical location of each pin onscreen.
Here, we have a few options. We do not know the height off the ground
of each place, and so we’ll need to simulate the intended height value.
One option is to keep the pin centered vertically if it is very far away, and
move the pin towards the top or bottom of the screen if it is very close to
the live view location. This option has the effect of showing faraway
locations right on the horizon.

However, in practice, we do not ever want two pins to overlap with each
other for display purposes, and by putting many pins on the horizon, they
almost always tend to overlap. So, the second option is to just ignore the
pin distance and stack pins vertically so that they never overlap, and are
also clustered towards the center of the screen.
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Making use of device sensors

In the typical augmented reality experience, the user moves their phone
or tablet around in real-time, looking through the camera at their
surroundings. The device compass, accelerometer, and gyroscope are
used to calculate the direction and height in which the user is facing.

Compass

The device compass readings can tell us the straight-ahead azimuth angle
as described in the previous section. That is, it tells us the degree by
which the current forward direction differs from north. Keep in mind that
the compass reading does not change at all based on how the user’s
phone or tablet is currently being held. Compass readings can be used to
calculate the horizontal location of pins onscreen.

Accelerometer

The device accelerometer readings tell us the orientation at which the
user’s phone or tablet is currently being held. If the user is holding their
device perpendicular to the ground, then pins should appear in the
center of the screen because the user is looking forward at the horizon.
However, if the user is holding their device at a 45 degree angle facing
downwards toward the ground, then pins might appear further towards
the top of the screen. The accelerometer can also be used to determine
whether pins should be rotated onscreen.

Gyroscope

The device gyroscope can be used to determine how quickly a user is
currently rotating their phone or tablet. A common complaint with
augmented reality apps is that the pins onscreen move around very
frequently and are overly sensitive to device movement. By observing
gyroscope events, the effect of the accelerometer on pin movement can
be dampened whenever device movement is rapid.

In the future, we expect that augmented reality will become even more
prevalent on mobile and tablet devices, especially for online travel
planning. We are very excited at ServAdvisor to be on the leading edge of
this technology.
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How ServAdvisor Works – Artificial Intelligence

AI and Stochastic optimization

In fact, many phenomena observed in the physical universe are actually
best modeled with nonlinear transformations. We use this in ServAdvisor
process modeling for transformations between system inputs and the
target output in machine learning and AI solutions.

For AI model training and the optimization of stochastic parameters of
models, we develop special adaptive Generic Algorithm (GA) involving
the idea of randomness when performing a search. However, it must be
clearly understood that GAs are not simply random search algorithms.
They utilize knowledge from previous generations of strings in order to
construct a new generation that will approach the optimal solution.

Summarizing, the following essential features of GAs can be listed:

Ø Generic algorithms manipulate structures which represent the
parameters, not the actual values of the parameters themselves

Ø Generic algorithms use a population of points to perform a search,
not just a single point on the parameter space

Ø Generic algorithms use only the current measure of '''goodness'' to
guide themselves to the optimal solution

Ø Generic algorithms are probabilistic in nature, not deterministic

Ø Generic algorithms are inherently parallel, dealing with a large
number of points (strings) simultaneously
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Apparently, GAs transfer the biological mechanisms of reproduction,
crossover, and mutation to algorithms.

Moreover, efficient Approximate Stochastic Maximum Likelihood
Estimates (AMLEs) are used, where they are known to have
asymptotically optimum properties. Furthermore, the elements of the
Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) matrix will be considered as a lower bound of
the error covariance matrix of the ML-estimates. This
establishes relations between model parameters and efficiency of the
ML-estimates.

Due to the blockchain benefits, once the ServAdvisor models have
continued learning and matured, they are open and accessible to
everyone in the network. This way there’s no need in a centralized
proprietary organization. It is important because currently, this authority
is the ultimate one to determine the destiny of next developments.

A decentralized network of peers host rule sets (i.e. ServAdvisor smart
contracts) to verify proposed transactions on a smart contract. The
contracts can be used to define the manner in which various parties
interact in a trustless, permissionless manner. And this type of network
can lay the foundation for a platform. Data aggregation and deep
learning models can be developed that would otherwise be too costly for
centralized institutions to undertake.

In the age of mobile phones and tablets, these devices are the main
computing devices for many people. Due to the fact that in today’s day
and age, consumers are attached to their mobile device at the hip, there
is a combination of rich user interactions and powerful sensors, leading
to an unprecedented amount of data, which tends to be private in
nature. Due to the sensitive nature of the data means there are risks and
responsibilities to storing it in a centralized location. Therefore, the
models taught on users data hold the promise of greatly improving
usability by powering more intelligent applications.
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There are several key problems that decentralized AI tackles, and provide
the user the opportunity to take back control of their service experience.

The Blockchain is used as triple-entry accounting so we can track and
authenticate the data sources. This allows to make great predictions and
be able to audit the provenance of the data and perform data forensics
and KYD or Know Your Data, processes.

People may be hesitant to share their service preference data over
networks where strangers can be lurking. By decentralizing the data over
all the users, it is cryptographically timestamped and becomes
immutable. Furthermore, Neuron addresses HIPAA requirements by
maintaining the information on the edge device, not in the cloud or on a
centralized server.
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How ServAdvisor Works – Wi-Fi Password sharing

For travellers it is not always possible to stay online due to roaming
restrictions and high pricing. In order to eliminate that problem we at
ServAdvisor plan to implement Wi-Fi password sharing feature that will
allow:

Ø Share the password from any Wi-Fi network with other people

Ø Get incentive in ServCoins for each shared password

Ø Use passwords from Wi-Fi networks that are shared by other users
of the application

Ø Get passwords from the app via either Wi-Fi or 4G\3G\GPRS
channels

Ø Locate Wi-Fi networks in certain radius from your current location
with phone's GPS sensor, download passwords in program's cache
and use them even without Internet connection in place

Ø Displaying all networks that you have shared

Ø ServAdvisor app will know which Wi-Fi works and automatically
keeps you off those that don't

ServAdvisor App Demo soon available on:
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Benefits for Service consumers 

ServAdvisor shall create a truly global, high quality, decentralized
retailers\ service providers information and recommendation platform
based on Augmented Reality and Artificial Intelligence, something that
has never been possible with centralized services before.

Users will be rewarded for contributing their quality content and
information to the App, even receiving part of the advertising fee from
restaurants, and will be able to use the money they earn from their
contributions to consume other services or even to transfer to fiat
money. The platform also helps users find new and exciting services that
they are sure to enjoy, helping them to enrich their daily lives.

Retailers\ service providers will acquire ServCoins and allocate those to
consumers as incentives to facilitate the desired engagements and
actions they wish consumers to take. ServCoin will fuel engagement and
incentivize information exchanges between parties, and in doing so, will
power the constant refresh of information on the ServAdvisor Platform.

ServAdvisor App users will be incentivized by retailers\ service providers
to participate in certain actions by being rewarded with ServCoins. As
ServAdvisor grows in usage and popularity, the list of available actions
that will allow users to receive ServCoins will also grow.
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This offers huge benefits to both users and retailers\ service
providers and allows users to earn money while consuming
services, that are tailored by AI to fit their preferences.

ServAdvisor is a marketing and consumer engagement platform
that enables participating brands to incentivize consumers who
check their info via App. This becomes a sustainable mechanism
for retailers\ service providers to maintain customer loyalty, to
provide rich product and promotional information to influence
purchase decisions right at the time when the user is actually
standing at the door.



ServAdvisor App users will progress through three tiers of status - User,
Expert and Pro. Each status change will be triggered by specific
achievements and milestones as users become more active and frequent
users of the ServAdvisor App.

ServAdvisor App users will have the option of inviting others to use the
ServAdvisor App and adding them to their network as a “ServAdvisor
Friends”. Inviting and adding ServAdvisor Friends will entitle users to earn
bonus ServCoins from ServAdvisor including the opportunity to receive
additional ServCoins on a monthly basis for each active ServAdvisor
Friend in their network.
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ServAdvisor
status User Expert Pro

Multiplier N/A x2 x3

Conditions for status acquiring

Reviews per 
month N/A 30 >50

Allowance of 
days without 
reviews

N/A 30 15

ServAdvisor 
Friends
connected

N/A 10 >30

or

Number of 
ServCoins 
acquired

N/A 30 000 60 000



Benefits for Retailers\ Service Providers 

ServAdvisor is both a unicast and multicast communication platform for
retailers\ service providers to program and automate messages to reach
consumers at a granular level. Through this powerful channel, retailers\
service providers have access to a suite of useful capabilities including:

Ø Direct communication to customer - enabling retailers\ service
providers to deliver messages to their consumers, standing at their
door

Ø Express gratitude for your precious customer

Ø Consumer demographic and behavior analytics - offering an
advanced analytics suite that provides retailers\ service providers
with access to comprehensive consumer patterns and trends

Ø Targeted, personalized marketing - giving retailers\ service providers
a powerful tool to market to consumers their services, based on time,
location and behavioral criteria provided AI

Ø A ready-made loyalty program - enabling retailers\ service providers
to reward consumers in the form of ServCoins for engaging with their
services on the ServAdvisor App

Ø Social media integration - allowing retailers\ service providers to
encourage their consumers to subscribe and interact with their social
media channels
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The ServAdvisor Platform will provide retailers\ service
providers with a new and highly targeted channel to send
marketing messages to consumers, literally standing at the door.
It will also provide retailers\ service providers with access to
valuable aggregate data about these consumers’ buying habits.



ServAdvisor App shall provide `direct to consumer` communication that
enables retailers\ service providers to deliver messages to their
consumers right at the time when they are literally standing at the door.
Targeted personalized marketing gives retailers\ service providers a
powerful tool to market to consumers their services. Enabling pushed
messages to potential consumers chosen with the help of AI.

Old marketing mainstays still fill seats, with 80% of restaurant goers
visiting a new restaurant based entirely on receiving a discount or
promotion.
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Tokens and the ServCoin Economy
ServAdvisor’s original token, the ServCoin (SRV), will be made first on the
Ethereum blockchain for the trial phase.

Graphene provides basic implementations of the main mechanisms that
ensure the blockchain protocol functionality, namely such functions as
peer-to-peer interaction, block and transaction storage, current system
state aggregation, the possibility to quickly cancel a block chain if it forks.

DPoS. The Delegate Proof-Of-Stake consensus algorithm is one of the
most perfect currently available consensus algorithms
for blockchain systems. DPoS allows all stakeholders within the network
to have a say in who signs the blocks, or to take part in the block signing
themselves by putting forward their candidacies.

Graphene framework provides most promising uplifts of ERC20
limitations with improved speed of transactions (up to 3 000 transactions
per second vs max up to 20 transactions per second in Etherium).

Zero transaction costs within Graphene system will boost usability of
ServAdvisor apps.

ServCoin shall be used within the decentralized platform to reward
service consumers who post high quality reviews and photos, add new
providers, update business information, edit, add or translate relevant
information, watch advertisement and more.

In the ServAdvisor App users are rewarded for their contributions to the
platform, motivating them to continue assisting the growth of the
ecosystem.
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To improve scalability, transaction speed and to guarantee low
transaction cost, ServCoin will be ported to the Graphene
framework with the DPoS consensus algorithm.



ServAdvisor will have a multi cryptocurrency and token wallet inside the
app for users to be rewarded with ServCoin (SRV) as well as be able to
hold Bitcoin and\or Ethereum.

Just as bloggers and Youtubers who began sharing their content as a
hobby and were able to turn their work into a career, monetizing content
through advertisements, service consumers will be able to get rewarded
for their content in ServAdvisor, turning services reviewing into a side job
or perhaps even career for some users.

ServAdvisor will initially allocate 15,5% of the total pool of ServCoins (the
ServAdvisor App Incentive Reserve) to incentivize users and to fuel the
growth and performance of the ServAdvisor Platform. ServCoins that are
unsold during the Token Sale will also be added to the ServAdvisor App
Incentive Reserve.

ServCoin information for Token Buyers

Ø ServCoins (SRV) will be sold during the Token Sale

Ø Payment will be accepted in Ether (ETH).

Ø ServCoin is an ERC20 compliant cryptocurrency at initial stage,
Graphene framework will adopted as the project progresses

Ø Token Buyers will have the option to receive ServCoins in their token
wallet as soon as the transaction containing their purchase is
confirmed. However, they will not be able to send their ServCoins to
any other ERC20 compliant wallet until the Token Sale process is
complete.

Ø Token Buyers could also start using tokens on the ServAdvisor App.

Ø Upon completion of the Token Sale Token Buyers may transfer
ServCoins from their wallets to other addresses.

Ø If a Token Buyer is also a retailer or a service provider owner, they will
be able to use their acquired ServCoins to run campaigns through the
ServAdvisor App right away
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How to Get ServCoin Tokens (SRV) 

ServAdvisor enables retailers\ service providers to channel their
marketing budgets into rewarding the consumer directly for their
attention and engagement instead of paying large sums to the media
giants.

ServCoins will be awarded to ServAdvisor App users, retailers, service
providers and ServAdvisor itself from their own ServAdvisor Coin
reserves.

Retailers and service providers can incentivize ServAdvisor App users
with ServCoins to view their product information as well as to give
ServCoins as rewards for consumers who complete product-specific
actions, thereby creating a powerful combined marketing and incentive
tool.

ServCoins can be used to incentivize customers to engage, take actions,
or simply integrate ServCoin as part of an in-built loyalty program. This
reward model incentivizes users to interact with retailers\ service
providers and continually redeem and spend ServCoins where
appropriate.

This means that retailers\ service providers, who wish to use the
platform to promote purchase, will be required to have a sufficient
balance of ServCoins in their digital wallets in order to reward
ServAdvisor App users.
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ServCoins is a utility token that will become the currency that
enables retailers and service providers to utilize this powerful
blockchain distributed platform to influence and reward
consumers to make smarter choices.



Users can earn ServCoins through the ServAdvisor App in a number of
ways, including:

Ø Registering as new users

Ø Reviewing retailers/services (with text, video or photos)

Ø Rating retailers/services

Ø Viewing retailer/ service promotion information i.e. special discounts
offers, restaurant menu, photo galleries, videos and advertisements

Ø Completing missing information in the retailers\ service providers
database

Ø Adding new retailer\ service provider information to the database.
Users can also receive ServCoins for contributing to ServAdvisor by
editing or adding service provider business information, marking
closed services or translating information

Ø Users will also be able to send each other ServCoins as “tips” or
thanks for good ratings or service provider advice

Ø Interacting with retailers and service providers through the
ServAdvisor App

Ø Subscribing to retailer’s\ service providers’ social media accounts e.g.
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram

Ø Inviting friends to join ServAdvisor or introducing retailers\ service
providers to become participating providers

Ø Incentives for using participating service provider. When users use a
service, they can receive a small amount of ServCoins as a reward

Ø Share the password from any Wi-Fi network with other people
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ServCoins will be used to encourage ServAdvisor App downloads,
activation and adoption.

Until ServAdvisor reaches a critical mass in both our clients and user
base, in the early stages, ServAdvisor will be using a reserve of ServCoins
to incentivize ServAdvisor App users to rate retailers\ services, upload
reviews and complete other desirable actions (the ServAdvisor App
incentive Reserve). This is to ensure we create a consistently rewarding
experience for the consumer from the outset, and encourage usage while
more brands and participating parties are onboarded.

ServCoins can be easily stored in any compliant digital wallets and can be
transferred and traded in a manner similar to any other digital currency.
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Revenue Model
1\ Advertising revenue from participating retailers\ service
providers
Participating retailers\ service providers will be able to post
advertisements or coupons in ServAdvisor, paying through a results-
based compensation model. Retailers\ service providers will only have to
pay for customers that actually come to their place and make a purchase,
and the payment will just be a small percentage of the purchase the
customer makes. Part of this payment will also be shared with the user
who visited that retailer\ service provider as well as other users who
have contributed to that retailer’s\ service provider’s ServAdvisor page in
the past in form of ServCoin tokens.
Retailers\ service providers have the option of buying ServCoin tokens

and distributing them as a bonus incentive for their visiting and rating,
for further marketing.

2\ Normal Advertisement Based Revenue
ServAdvisor will allow advertisements and push-up messages to be
displayed in the retailer’s\ service provider’s review feeds and other
locations within the app and will receive revenue from this.

3\ Payment Based Revenue
Users will be able to pay with ServCoin or Bitcoin, Ethereum tokens to
participating retailers\ service providers they visit through the App.
ServAdvisor will take a percentage of this payment as commission.
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Distribution of ServCoin tokens 
There will be 2 000 000 000 ServCoin tokens issued, and allocated as
follows:

Ø Tokens distributed during crowdsale: 1 690,000,000 (84,5%)

Ø ServAdvisor Pool (Reserve): 310,000,000 (15,5%)

ServAdvisor will initially allocate 15,5% of the total pool of ServCoins (the
ServAdvisor App Incentive Reserve) to incentivize users and to fuel the
growth and performance of the ServAdvisor Platform. ServCoins that are
unsold during the Token Sale will also be added to the ServAdvisor App
Incentive Reserve.

The distribution of ServCoin tokens from the ServAdvisor Pool will not
begin until ServCoin tokens are implemented within the ServAdvisor App.
The ServCoin tokens in this reward pool will help to grow the platform by
rewarding and acknowledging users for their contributions, which will
motivate them to continue contributing to the platform. The amount of
ServCoin tokens distributed from this pool will half every two years,
approaching zero overtime.
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Symbol SRV

Total SRV tokens supply 2 000 000 000

Available for crowdsale 84,50%

Hard cap 30,000 ETH

Exchange rate 1 ETH = 50,000 SRV

Token presale begins 18 June 2018 00:00 CET

Token presale ends 18 July 2018 23:59 CET

Token crowdsale begins 15 September 2018 00:00 CET

Token crowdsale ends 15 October 2018 23:59 CET

Payment method ETH



Token Presale (Pre-ICO)

At the moment, we have sufficient funding for the fluent work of the
initial part of the project. However ambitions of the platform are very
high, a successful Token Presale will help expand the team of developers
and increase the speed of coding. Thanks to the additional funding
received as a result of the successful initial crowdsale, we will be able to
release alpha version of ServAdvisor before the official crowdsale.
Additional funds will be used to conduct international marketing
campaigns.

Our target for the Token Presale is 3000 ETH.

On June 18th, 2018 we will publish the ETH address of the smart contract
Token Presale on our website www.ServAdvisor.co. Personal electronic
invitations will be sent to all subscribers of the site.

Token Presale will be based on the "first come, first served" principle,
therefore we cannot guarantee the availability of tokens for all interested
participants. SRV tokens will appear in ERC20 depositors immediately
after the purchase.
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The ServCoin (SRV) token is an important component of the
ServAdvisor ecosystem and is intended for backing all types of
operations within this ecosystem. This makes the SRV token an
integral part of the ecosystem and its economy driver. The
ServCoin token is set to be listed on cryptocurrency exchanges and
can be easily converted into other cryptocurrencies.

Token Presale will be held from June 18th to July 18th, 2018.

195 000 000 SRV tokens will be issued at a special price for a
limited number of participants.



60% - to the product development team:
- Additional back-end developers,
- AI developers, designers

33% - expenses for PR and marketing:
- International marketing campaigns
- Promos in 5 regions (North America, Asia, Europe, Russia, Latin
America)
- Conferences and media partners
- SMM, opinion leaders

5% - on advisers and project managers
2% - bounty
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Early participants will benefit from guaranteed profits associated
with significant bonuses during both Token Presale and first stage
of Crowdsale.

During Token Presale 1 ETH = 65 000 SRV
During last stage of Crowdsale 1 ETH = 50 000 SRV
(see exact table below).

33%

5%
2%

60%

Distribution of Token Presale Funds:



Crowdsale

Crowdsale will be held on the website www.ServAdvisor.co, starting
from September 15 till October 15, 2018.

The Crowdsale of tokens will last 30 days, 10 days for each stage.

ServAdvisor plans investment of up to 30 000 ETH from primary token
buyers. Smart contract will cease to accept investments upon reaching
the limit of 30 000 ETH.

Below is a table showing bonus scheme, depending on the total number
of ETH collected during the Crowdsale.
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Amount of ETH investments Number of Tokens for 1 ETH/ Bonus

Presale: 1 500 – 3 000 ETH 1 ETH = 65 000 SRV / 30%

Crowdsale Stage 1: 3 000 – 10 000 ETH 1 ETH = 60 000 SRV / 20%

Crowdsale Stage 2: 10 000 – 20 000 ETH 1 ETH = 57 500 SRV / 15%

Crowdsale Stage 3: 20 000 – 30 000 ETH 1 ETH = 50 000 SRV / 0%

Total: 30 000 ETH Total: 1 690,000,000 SRV



Revenues from the tokens Crowdsale will finance the launch of beta
version of ServAdvisor App and its further marketing and
development:

55% - product development team. Further development of IOS and
Android mobile app, web-platform, business development,
relationships on the market, partnerships with biggest retailers and
service providers, building a community worldwide

25% - marketing and sales expenses, media content, PR, SMM and
attraction of all types of users, presentations and advertising
campaigns, purchase of targeted traffic

10% - business development team

7% - project management, advisors, legal expenses

3% - bonus to developers and creators
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ServCoin will be an ERC-20 (later Graphene) type token, which is
currently accepted at the majority of major cryptocurrency exchanges.
The ServAdvisor team will contact such exchanges and will try to get the
ServCoin listed on major cryptocurrency exchanges around the world to
allow ServCoin holders to sell their ServCoin tokens on the market once
they are transferrable.

Since the total No. of SRV tokens is strictly limited by 2 000 000 000, it’s
expected by analytical centers that the value of the SRV token shall grow
proportionally to the total No. of ServAdvisor App users as demand for
tokens will also grow.

Forecasted No. of ServAdvisor App users is 50 000 000 by Q4 2019. Thus,
expected price of 1 SRV by the end of 2019 is approx. 1,25 USD compared
to 0,01 USD at Crowdsale.

*Since Cryptocurrency rates mainly correlate to major traded tokens (i.e. BTC, ETH and other
altcoins), real 2019 SRV value depends on actual market outlook.
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Contact Information

For further information regarding the ServAdvisor and the ServCoin token
crowdsale, please visit http://www.ServAdvisor.co or contact
info@ServAdvisor.co.

Official website: www.ServAdvisor.co

Official youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sskHGw9c-c

Official Twitter Account: https://twitter.com/ServAdvisor

Official Telegram: https://t.me/ServAdvisor

Official Medium: https://medium.com/@ServAdvisor

Official FB: https://www.facebook.com/ServAdvisor-1970283999656534/

Official GitHub: https://github.com/ServAdvisor

Official Bitcointalk.org: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3903200
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